EXPERIMENT  OF  LIBERAL  MONARCHY
1848 the term was replaced by that of 'radical', adopted from
England.
The partisans of the regime in the Chamber had split up into
groups. Louis-Philippe first attempted to control the government
himself through the agency of obscure or docile ministers, ignor-
ing the leaders of the groups. The result was a series of short-lived
and unstable ministries, followed by a coalition of group-leaders
against 'the personal power of the king'. Finally Guizot, the
leader of the right centre, arrived at an agreement with Louis-
Philippe that they should pursue the same policy and formed a
lasting majority by winning over the electors and deputies through
personal favours.
The clergy, which, as the ally of the Legitimists, had been un-
popular at first, had lost all influence over the Government; but
it rapidly increased in numbers, for the great seminaries turned
out enough priests to fill all vacancies among the parish clergy.
The Congregations, which were tolerated, though not formally
sanctioned, became more numerous and increased their influence
over the public through their schools, A small but influential
group of Liberal Catholics, having connections with the Belgian
and English Catholics, started a campaign in the Press and the
Chambers claiming 'freedom of instruction', which was hampered
by the 'monopoly' enjoyed by the University.1
In foreign affairs the Government still carried on the pacific
policy which was in harmony with the wishes of the mass of the
nation. It took only one step that had lasting consequences: in
1831 it sent an army to the aid of Belgium, which now succeeded
in establishing itself as an independent state. None of its other
operations amounted to more than a demonstration. The under-
standing with England, which had been disturbed by the rivalry
in Spain and afterwards by the Eastern question, was renewed in
1843 under the form of an entente cordiale, but was paralysed by
the animosity against England which has remained deeply rooted
among the French bourgeoisie.
Lastly, the opposition concentrated its attention upon the
electoral system, which kept the entire control of public affairs
1 This monopoly consisted, in point of fact, in no more than the payment of a
fee by the private 'institutions', in which a large number of scholars received their
secondary education.
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